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disableProxy  
_Disable proxy by removing environment variables_

**Description**

Disable proxy by removing environment variables

**Usage**

`disableProxy()`

**Examples**

`disableProxy()`

---

runCromwellDashboard  
_Start a dashboard for a running cromwell server_

**Description**

Start a dashboard for a running cromwell server

**Usage**

`runCromwellDashboard(url = "127.0.0.1:8000", version = "v33", ...)`

**Arguments**

- **url**: Cromwell server in the format of address:port
- **version**: Cromwell server version
- **...**: additional parameters for shinyApp()

**Value**

An object that represents the app

**Examples**

```r
## Not run:
runCromwellDashboard("127.0.0.1:8000", "v33")

## End(Not run)
```
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